Proven Effective in 12 Weeks!*
Available in Spanish

Accelerated Math Instruction
A research-based, fully adaptive program that helps children build
mastery of fundamental math concepts
My Math Academy is the standards-based program that’s backed by research showing that
regular use can help students and teachers accelerate learning. From the creators of ABCmouse,
My Math Academy blends the science of how children learn with the excitement that inspires a love
of learning to help students grow a strong understanding of fundamental math concepts and skills:
For grades pre-k through 2nd grade
More than 30 adaptive activities covering 200+ learning objectives
Delivers real-time performance feedback
Aligned to Title I, ESSER, CCSS, and state learning standards

Proven Effective in
12 Weeks

In randomized-control trials
(RCTs), students using
My Math Academy experienced
significant learning gains
compared to their peers who
did not use the program with, as
little as 45 minutes per week of
regular use.*

Engaging, Personalized
Instruction

Embedded assessments and
instruction personalize learning
for each student. Scaffolding
gives students specific strategies
for tackling the problem with
practice to apply those strategies
to new problems.

Easy to Use and Flexible

Easy to use teacher and
administrator dashboards
provide real-time class and
student data with recommended
student groupings and
instruction for extended learning
and classroom settings.

* https://www.AgeofLearning.com/research
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Provides Progress Monitoring
Dashboards and Reporting
My Math Academy’s real-time Monitoring and Assessment System allows teachers to monitor
classroom and individual progress on each concept and skill, and track which concepts the students
have mastered and where they need extra practice. Additionally, administrative-level reporting
allows progress to be monitored at a school or district level.

My Math Academy Helped Increase Math Gains in 12 Weeks*
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My Math Academy significantly accelerates
learning gains in students’ math knowledge,
compared to control-group peers in as little
as 45 minutes per week.
https://www.ageoflearning.com/research/
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* For illustrative purposes—the full study is available at www.AgeofLearning.com/research.

Schedule a time to learn more about this powerful
program: Math@AgeofLearning.com
https://www.AgeofLearning.com/schools/mymathacademy
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